Best dental school
The Times Online Good University Guide 2011 has ranked the University of Western Cheshire has also been awarded an MBE. Mr Rose was the founder chairman of the National Association of Dental Advisors.

Winning WAG's smile
Cheryl Cole has won the top spot in the Smiles of the Week competition, the X-Factor judge and pop star was Strides ahead of the other WAGs with her charming smile winning her more than 70 per cent of the votes. The survey, conducted for National Smile Month by the British Dental Health Foundation and power-toothbrush maker Oral-B, asked more than 1,000 people to vote for the WAG with the best smile and one with the worst. L.A. based fashion designer Victoria Beckham's pout proved to be the least popular of the WAGs, followed by new mum Colleen Rooney.

Canines with bad canines!
The number of dogs suffering from dental disease has risen by five per cent to 24 per cent, according to the PDSA's Animal Health & Welfare.<br>• Reducing stress<br>• Reducing your income tax bill<br>• A minimum 1 year working contract<br>• Supporting staff & patients<br>• Developing practice<br>• Potential & growth<br>• A chat with us.

Vetting and barring scheme under review
Home Secretary withdraws scheme pending a ‘fundamental remodelling’; dental groups ‘wait with interest’

A vetting scheme for all dental professionals changing jobs or starting work for the first time has been put under review by the new government.

The Vetting and Barring scheme, aimed at protecting children and vulnerable adults, has been criticised by many as disproportionate, overly burdensome and unduly infringing on civil liberties.

It was announced last year that from July 2010, any dental professionals who were changing jobs or starting work for the first time would need to register with the Independent Safeguarding Authority.<br>• Supporting staff & patients<br>• Developing practice<br>• Potential & growth<br>• A chat with us.

You’ve worked hard. Now reap the rewards.
Think of selling your practice and think of ADP Dental.

• Reducing stress
• Beating the Corporate Gains Tax rate
• Clinical freedom
• A minimum 1 year working contract
• Unlocking equity
• Reducing your income tax bill

If you’re thinking about selling your practice or group then come and have a chat with us.

Call Max on 01737 221020 or email DTAacquisitions@adp-dental.com